RCJ Consulting in Alliance with Erickson College International, Canada presents…

The Art & Science of Coaching
The fast-paced and
complex world that we live
in today places exacting
demands on our ability to
respond creatively and
nimbly to changes in our
environment.
More than ever before,
managers and leaders are
called upon to develop an
innovative and engaged
workforce that is able to
respond to the constant
change around us.
Coaching has become an
essential management
skill in this environment.
The ability to coach
masterfully can make
significant impact on people
engagement, performance
and innovation.
The Art & Science of
Coaching is one of the
fastest growing coach
trainings in the world.
This very unique program
demystifies the art and
science of coaching and
provides graduands with the
skills to confidently impact
others and themselves.
Those who have been
through this program
consistently say:
The program has
produced an enormous
increase in their capacity
to assist others to achieve
the necessary shifts
The program has
produced strong, unique
successes in their own
personal development

Who Should Attend
This Training
Managers and leaders
who want to bring out
the best in people and
teams

The Art & Science of
Coaching is an
International Coach
Federation (ICF)
Accredited 16-day
accelerated learning
program that gives
participants the
experience, skills and
resources to be great
coaches.
This progam is designed
for busy professionals that
want to incorporate
coaching into their current
career, coaches that want
to become great coaches
and individuals that want
deep insight into
motivation and life.
This highly effective
program teaches how to:
Strongly assist a person
to be highly effective at
producing specific
measurable, achievable,
realistic results within a
specific time frame;
Utilize and amplify the
operating systems of the
human brain that most
effectively to:
a) envision goals or outcomes;
and
b) proceed toward the
achievement of the goal or
outcome in a focused,
efficient and effective manner

Professionals who would
like to up their game in
increasing their impact
in the workplace
If you are responsible for
virtual or remote teams
with high performance or
stretched goals
If you are brand new to
coaching
If you are already a
professional coach and
seeking greater results
for your clients, desire a
proven structure to
deepen your coaching
abilities or want to
achieve mastery in your
own practice
Register for the 2010/2011
In-take in Malaysia:
Module I : 18 - 21 Nov 2010
Module 2 : 15 - 18 Jan 2011
Module 3 : 19 - 22 Mar 2011
Module 4 : 14 - 17 May 2011
Course Fee:
Full course fees for all 4 modules is
RM18,900.
Early bird discounted fee of RM16,800
(is applicable) if full payment is received
by 15th October 2010.
Participants can also register for Module 1
and thereafter decide the subsequent
modules.
Early bird...............RM5,950
(payment before 15th October 2010)

Not Early Bird........RM6,300
For more information, contact :
Shanti at 603-7490 4527 / 28 / 29 / 30 or
0060162304740
Email: shanti@rcj.com.my
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The Art & Science of Coaching
Fast paced, highly effective
and fun, this comprehensive
program draws on solid
research and specific
knowledge about human
interaction and neurological
science - the ART & the
SCIENCE elegantly combined
into a power-fully inspiring, yet
practical training program.
In this 16-day in-person
training you get not only the
"How" of coaching, but also
the "Why". You will engage in
lively, fun-filled, coaching
practice; develop key
coaching distinctions and
best-practice methods.
Module 1 –
Inspiration:
Offers the foundational
beginning for powerful solution
focused coaching
conversations, spotlighting the
structure for creating a
compelling vision. The aim of
this module is to provide the
necessary theory & practice
for the participants to be able
to conduct a basic coaching
session.
Module 2 –
Implementation:
Focuses on implementation
and development. It provides
a new relationship with
strategy, planning, execution
and time. This is where we
find answers to the client’s
question “How shall I achieve
it?”, and you learn how to
assist the client to design the
strate-gies of his or her
project.
Module 3 –
Continuity:
Deals with values and the
client’s values system. This

module teaches methods to
raise the client’s awareness
of the core values that
motivate him or her, and
how to link these values to
their goals for outstanding
motivation.
Module 4 –
Completion & Integration:
Theory & practice are
completed; this module
develops the art of engaging
success factors on multiple
levels, effectively supporting
comple-tion and authentic
satisfac-tion. In this module,
participants leave with the
deep knowledge of coaching
and real tools to assist
clients to effect rapid, lasting
change in their capability to
move forward in alignment
with their values.
This program will give you
full spectrum coaching
abilities, so that you truly
learn the practical craft of
coaching. You will develop
core coaching
competencies, practice
them, and quickly become
skillful with advanced
coaching technologies, in
alignment with the ICF
competencies.
This dynamic coaching program is designed to give
you an exceptional
framework to take
excellence to a new level.

The Art and Science of
Coaching is an International
Coach Federation Accredited
accelerated learning program
designed to build mastery in
coaching. It is ideal for leaders,
managers and professionals who
want to benefit from proven
coaching
techniques
and
developed practice.
The Art and Science of Coach-ing
assists people and teams to
connect with and to live and work
from a place of deep commitment
and motivation.

Learn the art of transformational
coaching, learn how to:
Use effective questioning to assist
others to access their own deeper
knowledge systems
Use behavioural intelligence,
emotional intelligence, innovational
intelligence and the intelligence of
deeply empowering value systems
Open wide creativity channels and
expand sensory distinctions in
developing as we work with goals,
outcomes, mission and vision
Assist people to move beyond their
limits in ways that create practical
lasting capacities
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The Art & Science of Coaching
What people have said about The Art &
Science of Coaching….
"The Art and Science of Coaching course is for every valuesbased leader who wants to make a difference in the work they do.
Whether you are an experienced manager of a large team or an
individual contributor, if you believe in coaching and the power of
asking questions to inspire and transform people, this course is for
you. It has fundamentally changed my perspective on coaching
and leadership and we will continue to use the Erickson team to
help our company work together more effectively and to perform at
a higher level."

Tim Robinson Ph.D., Director, Corporate Leadership and Executive
Development, Canada Post, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada.

Dr. Marilyn Atkinson, PhD, is
Founder and President of
Erickson Coaching International
(www.erickson.edu).

"Telenor Customer Service have for several years strived to
release an ambition of coaching as the philosophy of management
in our organization. Marilyn Atkinson and Erickson College really
helped us in establishing a common framework and a practical
understanding of managerial coaching.

She is a coaching visionary, a
leader and an author. Known
around the around for her
sparkling presence and powerful
personal development courses,
she is an innovator with impact.

All our 80 leaders went through a 5 day course followed by 1:1coaching and several workshops. Due to brilliant tools and a
common understanding of the mastery of coaching, they were able
to implement coaching as a leader-style fast and with great effect.
We could see remarkable effects on our employees, customer
satisfaction and financial results".
Stein Tore Nybrodahl, Director of Strategy and Development,
Telenor Customer Service, Norway.

"Before taking The Art & Science of Coaching in 2006-07 I used
my experience and intuition coach and influence individuals and
colleagues to achieve results. This program has expanded my
perspective and understanding on how to coach individuals, using
their capacity and capability, to find solutions to business programs
and meet goals and objectives. The program provided processes
and tools that are quick and effective at achieving desired
outcomes, with an understanding of why these tools and
techniques are effective.
I have integrated what I learned in the program into all aspects of
my daily activities whether dealing with employees, teams or
costumers. My own capability to visualize and achieve a desired
state has improved substantially. If you want an effective and
quick-thinking way to achieve results, through leading individuals
to find their creativity and capabilities, I highly recommend this
program!"

Donna Drover, General Manager, Product Management and
Innovation, Canada Post Corporation

Through her work in developing
coaches and coach trainers
throughout North America,
Russia, China and Europe, over
5000 coaches have been trained
in the last nine years in The Art
and Science of Coaching. Her
practical, systemic coaching
skills and strategies have been
called the Gold Stan-dard of
Coaching.
For the past ten years she has
been developing both corporate
and specialized coach training
programs (ICF ACTP The Art and
Science of Coaching) in Canada,
USA, Scandinavia, Russia,
Turkey,
Australia,
Eastern
Europe, and other areas.
A
former
Registered
Psychologist, Marilyn is an NLP
Master Trainer and specialist in
Ericksonian Communications.
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The Art & Science of Coaching
A New Level of Confidence to Bring to
Your Work & Business
The Art and Science of Coaching is a transformational
program designed on the principles of solution focused
approaches and classic coaching practices.
Solution-Focused Coaching provides a new alignment
be-tween work and core values that expands creativity,
strat-egy and innovation. Solution-Focused Coaching
integrates the standards of the professional coaching
industry, as defined by the International Coach
Federation, with the most established and respected
transformational technologies of the past 30 years, into
a single unified model of accelerated business
effectiveness which includes: Ericksonian Coaching,
Neuro-linguistics, 3-Brain Coaching, Whiteboard
Thinking and 4-Quadrant Thinking.
Solution-Focused Coaching assists business leaders to
build coaching mastery by practicing and
integrating skills at every level of corporate
engagement. This coaching leadership approach
seamlessly integrates into day-to-day business
conversations, creating motivation, team alignment,
confidence and effective long-term think-ing. This
coaching methodology creates a transformational shift in
business perspective that opens new opportunities and
paths of action.

Some questions that
The Art & Science of
Coaching will answer:
"Why does coaching
work?" "Why do my
clients experience results
only some of the time?
"Why is it important to
under-stand my client's
physiology as well as his
or her thinking patterns
and what are the contexts
for understanding this?"
"How does this relate to
what I already know about
the human mind and
behavior?" "What are
some of the best, most
advanced ways to work
with
individuals
for
maximum impact?" "How
can I remove the guesswork?" "How to repeat the
successes I have with
clients?"

Learn Professional Coaching Skills that are Simple, yet Profound
Powerful questions you've always known: how to move through the logical levels of
ac-countability, and commitment.
Practical conversations for innovative solution finding.
Creativity in conversation: The principles of Flow, and how to apply them.
Creating aligned commitments: developing powerful contracts that move people off
the div-ing board.
Conversations for clarifying core values; the artistry of transforming them into
intentions.
Comfort level issues: discovering the deeper resources that really shift the ability to
remain focused, clear, and effective during intense times.
'Identity Envelopes' and inner satisfaction: developing the frameworks of balance,
flexibility, intention, and achievement.
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